Jntroduction
A diaadvantage of these acheues for ateady state calculatione ia that the conputed steady state is not unique, depending on desirability of separating the space and tiue discretization procedures, using the so-called uethod of linea. This procedure waa adopted in the achene proposed by Jameaon, Schuidt, and Turkel' in conJunction with the Runge-Kutta tiue atepping acheue.
W the time step. This auggeata the Since the time atep of an explicit acheme 1-limited by t h e CFL (CoursntFriedrichr-LeWy> condition. which requirethat the region of dependence of the difference schenr rust at least include the ragion of dependence of the differential equation, an iuplicit acheue ia preferred pa the driving acheue. TWO general types of implicit schemes can be diatinguiahed. thosr using residual averaging. and those baaed on approxiuate factorization.
1
Despite nuueroua deairable featurea of iuplicit acheuea, early codes using an Alternating Direction Iuplicit CADI) achene suffered poor convergence and failed to capture non-oecillatory shock waves in fine ueahea. It waa proved that Jareaon'e artificial diesipation rode1 i s necesaary for a central difference scheue to reuove the wigglee in the neighborhood of shock waves . Although the AD1 scheue has been ueeful in two-diuenaions. it le well-known that the corresponding rcheue in delta foru ia unstable in three-diuenaions. An alternative iuplicit schaue which is stable in any nuuber of space diuenaions ie based on lower-upprr (LU) factorization .
a
The idee of uring multigrid techniques for the acceleration of convergence has been known for decades. However, reports of success were r a r . . It was especially frustrating for the AD1 acheue. Childs and Pulliau9 reported that the AD1 acheue is not suited for a uultigrid algorithu.
Recently, Jaueson and Yoon" drew an oppositr conclusion and showed that the AD1 rcheue could be iuproved to achieve the uaxiuua efficiency of the uultigrid uethod. In this paper, an LU iuplicit scheue fa derived and iuproved for better psrformancs.
A uultigrid uethod is developed to accelerate the Convergence and to enhance the robustness.
It ia proved that a symmetric auccersive over-relaxation (SSOR) uethod for aolving the unfactored iuplicit acheue is a aubaet of the LU iuplicit scheue. An LU iuplicit acheue uodified with the SSOR uethod is ala0 considered.
Govsmnins Eauationq
The equationa for flow of a gas in thernodynauic equilibrium are Navier-Stokea equations. Let P, u, V, E, H, and p be the deneity, Carteaian velocity couponenta, total energy, total enthalpy, and preaeure, and let x and y be Carteaian coordinatea. A convenient way to aaaure a ateady atate solution independent of the time step la to separate the space and time diacretization procedurea.
In aenidiscrete finite volume achene one begina by applying a semi-discretization in which only the spatial derivativea are approximated."
The use of a finite volume method for space discretization allows one to handle arbitrary geometries and helpa one to avoid probleus with metric aingularities that are usually associated with finite difference methods. The achene reduce6 to a central difference scheme on a Carteaian grid, and is aecond order accurate in space provided that the meah ie smooth enough. It ala0 haa the property that uniform 'low is an exact aolution of the difference equationa.
k b -
In typical traneonic flow c a l c u l a t i o n by a central difference scheme, wigglea appear in the neighborhood of ahock wavee where preeaure gradient ia severe. In order to avppreaa the tendency for apurioua odd and even point oacillationa, and to prevent unaightly overahoota near ahock wavee, the achene is augmented by an artificial dissipative term.l0The diasipation conaiste of blended aecond and fourth differencea. The fourth differencea provide background dieeipation throughout the domain.
In the neighborhood of a ahockwave aecond differencee become the dominant dissipative terms.
LU ImDliCit Scheme
An obvious way to accelerate convergence to a ateady state ia to increaae the aize of time step. When the tire step limit imposed by en explicit stability bound I-much lese then that iupoaed by the accuracy bound, implicit achenes are preferred. w not tiue-accurate, so it cannot be used for The acheue is reduced to an AD1 scheue by replacing the operator of equation ( The interpolation of correctlona back to the fine grid will introduce errors which cannot be rapidly expelled frou the fine grid, and ought to ba locally daupad. if a feet rate of convargence ir to be attained. Thus it is iuportant that the driving schsue should have the property of rapidly dauping out high frequency uodes. The success of a uultigrid uethod ia critically dependent on the shape of the auplification factor. Uaing the Von Neurann stability tart the amplification factor G(C,u) of the LU implicit rchaua is calculated. C and 9 denote wave nuubera. In order to treat the flow exterior to a profile, one muat introduce an artificial outer boundary to produce a bounded domain. If the flow ie subaonic at infinity there will be three incoming charecterietics where there is inflow acroaa the boundary, and one outgoing characteristic, correaponding to the poseibility of escaping acoustic wevea. Where there is outflow. on the other hand, there will be three outgoing characteristics and one incoming characteristic. According to the theory of Kreissl', three conditions may therefore be specified. One is at inflow, the eecond at outflow, while the remaining conditiona are determined by the solution of the differential equation. It is not correct to specify freestream conditions at the outer boundary.
b=
The rate of convergence to a ateady state will be impaired if outgoing wavea are reflected beck into the flow from the outer boundaries. A perfect nonreflecting boundary condition which abeorba all wavea impinging on the boundary requires global information in both space and time. Any boundary condition using local information will lead to some reflection. Approximations designed to absorb waves propagating in a direction normal to the boundary prove useful. Two variations have been tried in thia work. The treatment of the far field boundary condition for O-meah is based on the introduction of Riemann invarients for a one-dimensional flow normal to the boundary. The treatment of the outer boundary condition for C-meah follows the linea of the reference 3. The equations normal to the boundary are linearized about valuea at the end of the previous time step, and the characteristic variables corresponding to outgoing characteristics are then determined by extrapolation from the interior. The remaining boundary conditiona are apecified in a manner consistent with the conditions imposed by the freestream.
Results

bi"
Two-dimensional calculations have been performed to test the multigrid method with the implicit schemes. Since the mesh generation has been separated from the Euler solver, any standard quadrilateral mesh can be used.
In this work, an O-mesh using a conformal mapping to a near circle and a C-mesh using parabolic coordinates are used. 0-mesh allows for denaer spacing on the airfoil aurfece than C-mesh, with the result that O-mesh gives more accurate results than C-mesh if the number of mesh points is sane. However, C-mesh seems to be better suited for viscoua calculations, since its wake resolution ia better after mesh stretching. Airfoil calculationa were carried Out on both meshes with 128 intervals in the direction around the airfoil and 32 intervala in the radial direction. These ueshes are shown in Figure le 
Conclusion
Although the AD1 scheme is useful for two-dirensional problems, its inherent limitations in three dimension suggest an alternative approach.
The LU implicit achene is successfully developed and it is proved that the scheme is well suited for a multigrid method. The number of cycles to reach a steady atate was reduced by a factor of 10. Moreover, the LU implicit scheme is found to be promising for unsteady and viscous flow calculations. The SSOR scheme is found to be less desirable than the LU implicit scheme. The LU implicit scheme does not need more storage of memory than an explicit scheme. Total computation tine for the LU irplicit scheme is comparable to the multistage scheae with residual averaging on a scaler computer, while the multistage scheme needs thirty percent less time on a vector computer in steady flow calculations. However, the LU implicit scheme seems to be able to take an order of magnitude larger time steps than an explicit scheme in unsteady flow calculstiona. Extensions to three-dimensional, unsteady and viscous flows are straightforward. 
